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“Scream Street” follows the wonderful, funny and slightly tangential world of a community
of so-called monsters; it’s home to families of werewolves, vampires, mummies, zombies,
witches, goblins and, even the odd (very odd!) human too. The show is adapted from the
best-selling book series of the same name.

This spooky-comedy focuses on the core teen friendship group of Luke Watson (reluctant
werewolf), Cleo Farr (a teenage mummy) and Resus Negative (a wannabe vampire). Their
extended friendship group includes an apprentice witch (Luella), a surfer-dude zombie
(Doug) and, latterly, the newest addition of Six, a Frankenstein-esque super-athlete.

Stories are told with heart and warmth and always with fast-paced comedy at the fore;
delivered through sharp, witty dialogue and physical comedy. There’s plenty of action too
as we see our trio outwit and battle all manner of foes and villains that are just part of
the every-day adventures of living in “Scream Street”.

The series also captures those challenges and tribulations of teen friendship groups;
fall-outs, BFF’s, first-crushes, acceptance and inclusion. A recurring narrative is the
importance of being who you are, but the themes and messages are delivered with plenty
of humor, wit – and some kick-ass moves too!

Technically this award-winning series is at the premium, cutting-edge of stop-motion animation,
evoking the style and ground-breaking techniques of “Coraline” and “The Nightmare Before
Christmas”; but all delivered with a lightness of touch appropriate for kids.
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about  the show

  SCREAM STREET IS TH
E WICKEDLY FUNNY, 

  SCREAM STREET IS TH
E WICKEDLY FUNNY, 

  COMEDY FOR KIDS, SET IN A WEIRDLY WONDERFUL 

  COMEDY FOR KIDS, SET IN A WEIRDLY WONDERFUL 

   COMMUNITY OF SO-CALLED MONSTERS 

   COMMUNITY OF SO-CALLED MONSTERS 

- WHERE BEING A LITTLE DIFFERENT IS P
ERFECTLY NORMAL. 

- WHERE BEING A LITTLE DIFFERENT IS P
ERFECTLY NORMAL. 

  DISCOVER A PLACE  
  DISCOVER A PLACE  

 THAT’S  THAT’S FRIGHTFRIGHT UP YOUR STREET! UP YOUR STREET!



key factskey facts
ADVENTURE, SPOOKY-COMEDY,
MYSTERY, FRIENDSHIP

key wordskey words
GENRE  Junior / Animation 
TARGET AUDIENCE 6 - 10 years

    GROUND-BREAKING AND
GROUND-BREAKING AND    

WICKEDLYWICKEDLY  FUNNY FUNNY 

 STOP-MOTION ANIMATION!
 STOP-MOTION ANIMATION!

program info
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LUKE WATSON

  IF THE ROOM WAS LOCKED...
IF THE ROOM WAS LOCKED...  

  ...LUKE WOULD GO IN BECAUSE HE COULDN’T  

...LUKE WOULD GO IN BECAUSE HE COULDN’T  

 RESIST THE  RESIST THE ADVENTUREADVENTURE..  

Luke is mischievous with a taste for fun and adventure. He’s much like any other young teenage  
boy – except Luke is a werewolf. Yes, all teenagers act out from time to time, but when Luke gets 
angry he turns into a werewolf. When he’s a werewolf he’s out of control and a potential danger to 
all those around him. 

Luke is really blossoming in Scream Street, where being a little bit different is totally normal. He  
can be himself and he‘s got a great group of close friends. Cleo and Resus would do anyhing for him. 

Luke may love life in Scream Street, but not everybody does. His parents moved them all to Scream 
Street to keep Luke safe. But his dad is clearly terrified of all the other unusual residents - and 
would, often, rather be anywhere else.

Luke can perform partial werewolf transformations – but hasn’t quite mastered it. So when he 
wants werewolf arms, soemtimes he gets werewolf ears.
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Cleo is a feisty, 4,000 year-old teen mummy. The upside to being that old is that she’s seen more and done  
far more than anyone else her age ever has. She’s had plenty of time to master all sorts of skills – shea  
martial arts expert and comes top in almost every subject at school. The downside is that when she makes 
friends she watches them get older whilst she stays a teen forever. 

She’s very close to Luke, Resus and Luella and is forging a new friendship with the latest Scream Street  
arrival, Six.

Cleo is virtually indestructible – her vital organs are kept in jars in a safe place. She can be bitten, slimed and 
electrocuted but she’ll always be ready for more. At the same time she is vulnerable, particularly if someone 
tracks down the casket that stores her heart. To find out what happens if her bandages are slashed by werewolf 
claws, don’t miss Season 2’s ‘The Screamworm’.

Cleo has a strong sense of right-and-wrong. She’s right. The boys are wrong. 

 IF THE ROOM WAS LOCKED...  
 IF THE ROOM WAS LOCKED...  

   ...CLEO WOULD GO IN BECAUSE SHE DIDN’T  
   ...CLEO WOULD GO IN BECAUSE SHE DIDN’T  

 BELIEVE IT WAS REALLY  BELIEVE IT WAS REALLY DANGEROUSDANGEROUS. . 

CLEO FARR
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Resus comes from a long line of vampires, but due to a genetic quirk is not a  
fully-fledged vampire himself. Whilst he is of vampire lineage, he has none of their 
obvious powers – at least none of the cool stuff. In series 1, he can’t turn into a  
bat, can’t speed blur and does have a reflection. Resus hates nothing more than 
being called a ‘Shampire’. 

Series 2 sees Resus more determined than ever to become a proper vampire, and 
when Luella finds a spell that will turn him into one, he will stop at nothing to make 
it happen. Unfortunately the ingredients required include the dust from a tooth  
fairy, and this being Scream Street, all the tooth fairies here are less-than-sweet. 
His quest to become a vampire ends up putting all the residents in serious  
jeopardy. 

But Resus does succeed and now he can speed blur, and turn into a bat –  
unfortunately his new vampire powers aren’t much use as he’s so uncoordinated 
that he’s always crashing into walls. He can no longer see himself in a mirror,  
but he remains the same cautious, sarcastic teenager that we’ve come to know  
and love.

resus negative
 IF THE ROOM WAS LOCKED...  
 IF THE ROOM WAS LOCKED...  

  ...RESUS WOULD GO IN BECAUSE HE DOESN’T WANT  

  ...RESUS WOULD GO IN BECAUSE HE DOESN’T WANT  

 PEOPLE TO KNOW HE IS 
 PEOPLE TO KNOW HE IS SCAREDSCARED. . 
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Dr f
The Watsons have a secretive new neighbour who seems 
to use an awful lot of electricity. Step forward eccentric 
scientist ‘Dr F’, with her manic laugh, together with her new 
creation ‘Six’.

Otto has supplied Dr F with a lab because he wants to use 
her scientific genius for his dodgy schemes. Otto thinks 
she is just working for him, but she most definitely is not – 
she is using the lab for her own nefarious purposes.

Over the course of this new series, Dr F 
fine-tunes her creation and trains her up 
for a mission so terrifying she won’t let 
anybody know about it – not even Six. A 
mission that involves Dr F’s dodgy past  
in a parallel universe. 

At first she’s very cold-hearted towards 
her young monster creation, but her  
attitude eventually thaws. Maybe Dr F 
isn’t entirely evil after all. 

Dr F is an austere and dead-pan  
new antagonist for Scream Street –  
literally adding a whole new dimension  
to the storylines.

All the lights go out in Scream Street as new resident 
scientist Dr F re-routes the power to bring to life her  
new creation: ‘Six’. 

Six is a teenage Frankenstein-esque monster, created 
from brilliant athletes; so she is as talented as she is 
mixed up, because everything in the world is new to her! 
Six can beat Luke at an arm wrestle – even when he goes 
wolf hand - but she can easily run out of power, and 
needs to be plugged back in. 

At first Six is seen as a potential threat to Luke,  
Resus and Cleo, but as they get to 
know her she soon becomes their 
good friend. 

Dr F named her ‚Six‘ as she‘s the 
latest in a long line of creations,  
and Dr F does not want to grow  
too attached to her.

Otto thinks Six was created to  
help him win the annual Monsterball 
competition, but Dr F has altogether 
much bigger plans for her creation, 
which we find out about in the  
dramatic season finale.

Six NEW CHARACTER NEW CHARACTER 

  SEASON 2SEASON 2
NEW CHARACTER  NEW CHARACTER  

  SEASON 2SEASON 2
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Luella
Doug is a surf-dude zombie slacker and by far the most laid back member 
of Scream Street. He can often be found staggering about looking for his 
rotten limbs, which fall off with alarming regularity. 

Doug is a big fan of Luke, Cleo and Resus, and always up for lending a hand 
– or the whole of him if that’s more help, although he tends to fall to pieces 
under pressure – literally. 

Like most zombies back from the dead, Doug is a great digger, and he loves 
to hang out in his hammock in his underground pad, chillaxing to the sounds 
of ‘Brain Drain’, while drinking a long cool glass of spinal fluid. 

Doug is the local postman / delivery man. No one is surprised when his  
hand will punch through floorboards with someone’s letters or indeed with  
a package marked ‘very fragile, handle with care’. Apart from Mike…

He often hangs out with Dig, (hence ‘Dig and Doug’) but Dig is not Doug’s  
dog – “ownership is such a negative concept man. Nobody can ‘own’ a free 
spirit, Dude.”

Doug is a chilled character but he does get worked up about video games 
which involve smashing up zombies: “So not cool!” Don’t miss Season 2’s 
‘Zombie Smash-Fest‘

Luella is Eefa’s niece – a young trainee witch, who  
is shy, introverted and goth-like. She works in the  
Emporium as Eefa’s trainee – but she’s not a very  
good one. She doesn’t pay great attention to detail 
and it’s a really bad idea to get even one ingredient 
wrong in a spell.

Luella has a serious crush on Resus, and will do  
just about anything for him. Luella may be very shy  
but she is still capable of huge rages – particularly 
when she feels wounded by Resus.

Luella bonds with Cleo after a great summer break, 
and is not delighted when Six seems to muscle in on 
their new friendship. Don’t miss Season 2’s ‘Cabin in 
the Woods’ to find out what happens. And in Season 
2’s ‘The Witching Hour’ we also meet Luella’s mother, 
Dahlia, a showbiz witch who’s now keen for Luella to  
join her on tour as her assistant. 

Dig is a half-dead dog. His front half is a dog, 
his back half a skeleton. In cross section he’s 
like a swiss roll, with a central hole where his 
guts end, a ring of flesh, then a ring of fur. 

If he eats anything it comes straight out of 
the hole in his guts still in tact. It hasn’t been 
digested at all. This means he can eat the same 
biscuit again and again… and again.

Dig is technically Doug’s dog, but he’s a law unto 
himself, roving Scream Street and hanging out 
with whoever’s having the most fun – which is 
invariably Luke, Cleo and Resus. 

Dig’s quite smart for a dog, pretty fearless 
(well he hasn’t got much to lose), and always up 
for helping out. He is as lovable as he is hideous. 

As his name would suggest, Dig loves to dig. 

Doug
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The Watsons now live at number 13 Scream 
Street. Unlucky for some? Yes – for the  
Watsons. Outside Number 13 is a sign:  
Beware of the Werewolf. 

The Watsons made their toilet into a sort  
of Luke panic room. Steel re-inforced door 
and lots of locks. Now they (particularly  
Mr Watson) spend much of their life in there.  
Before it was just Luke they had to worry 
about – now everybody seems like a monster 
and it can be scary. 

They know they’ve done the right thing by  
moving here and they don’t regret the  
decision but it doesn’t make the reality of  
the situation any better. They are however 
doing their best to fit in… for their son. 

THE FAMILIES
BEWARE OF THE  BEWARE OF THE  

    WEREWOLFWEREWOLF

The WatsonsThe Watsons
Sue, Mike and LukeSue, Mike and Luke

The FarrsThe Farrs
Niles and CleoNiles and Cleo The NegativesThe Negatives

Alston, Bella, r
esus 

Alston, Bella, r
esus 

and Lulu the 
Leech

and Lulu the 
Leech

Resus’ parents come from the finest vampire 
bloodline. For generations, all the Negatives 
have been pure-blood vampires and now by 
being a ‘normal’, Resus sometimes feels that 
he is a source of disappointment to the  
family - and vampire families are huge as 
most of the generations of relatives are  
still alive (or rather ‘undead’).

Cleo’s dad, Niles Farr, is a single not-so-bright 
parent. He‘s a former pharaoh but like  
almost all Egyptian Mummies he had his  
brain removed when he died. Niles is a go  
to for slapstick silliness. He’s devoted to  
Cleo and always trying to look out for her – 
but his lack of brains means she’s basically 
looking after him.
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FRIENDS Foes

EefaEefa

Eefa‘s BatEefa‘s Bat

Dr SkullyDr Skully
Lulu Lulu 

the Leechthe Leech

Sir OttoSir OttoDixonDixon No NameNo Name

Farp the Farp the 
Farting GoblinFarting Goblin
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When the Government Housing of Unusual Lifeforms (G.H.O.U.L.) gets  
wind of Luke’s hairy habit, they transfer him and his parents to Scream  
Street – where surfer-dude zombies, sarcastic vampires, martial arts  
mummies, glamorous witches and just plain-bad monsters put a whole  
new spin on community spirit. 

The stories are packed full of horror and humour delivered with warmth  
and heart – even if some of those hearts have stopped beating!

22 23

Scream Street is a 52 x 11 minute, funny, scary, gross-out stop-motion 
animation show. A fast-paced, stylish, comedy-horror extravaganza, 
based on the hit book series, following Luke Watson: a regular teen 
apart from the werewolf gene!

®®®

®®®

season 1



Mrs Watson wants Luke to tidy his room, and he’s 
not allowed out with his friends until he has tidied  
up. Worse still, they’ve got hold of a ticket for him  
to see Brain Drain in concert that evening! Luke  
borrows some of Eefa’s magic cleaning powder as 
a quick fix solution. But Otto, overhearing Luke and 
Eefa, comes up with a master plan to steal the magic 
powder and create the ultimate cleaning machine. 
Luke’s attempt to get the magic powder back from 
Otto ends in disaster when a spillage means the  
vacuum cleaner is no longer just a machine - it’s  
more a living machine monster! Can our threesome 
stop Otto and the machine before it sucks up the 
entire town?

EPISODE 03EPISODE 03

When Luella overhears her secret crush Resus  
confiding to his friends about his parents arguing,  
she offers to help bring them together with a  
potion that makes the target fall madly in love with 
the first person they see. Luella brews a potion which 
accidentally causes Mrs Negative to fall in love with 
Otto. Otto forces Luella to make a batch for him to 
sell to the town, but Luella’s dodgy recipe has an 
unwanted side-effect - Mrs Negative has turned into 
a quivering lump of love struck Jelly! Luella attempts 
to dispose of the potion in the Emporium’s fire, which 
causes it to explode. The whole town is now going love 
sick, a hungry Mr Crudley is threatening to scoff Mrs 
Negative, and Luke is turning into a werewolf. How will 
Luella and Resus get out of this mess?

24 25

Luke’s love for cutting corners gets him into serious 
trouble when a quick fix solution to tidying his room  
ends up putting the whole of Scream Street in danger. 

When Resus and Luella concoct a spell to stop his  
parents from arguing, the trainee witch gets the potion 
wrong and soon the whole town is feeling the love.

LovestruckLovestruck

scream cleanscream clean

sample episodes
Season 1

EPISODE 01EPISODE 01



Resus is down in the dumps, but his beloved Brain 
Drain are in town. He attends an autograph signing 
where the lead guitarist snubs him. Luella tries to 
cheer Resus up and ‘accidentally’ traps the lead 
guitarist’s head in a drain making room for guitar 
mad Resus to step in as a replacement. The fame 
goes to his head and his ego soars. Luella, mad at 
Resus for ignoring her since his rise to fame, casts 
a spell for bad weather and accidentally causes the 
normally placid Scream Street zombie Brain Drain 
fans to turn into rabid zombies, hungry for flesh. 
Now Resus really needs his friends, but will they be 
there for him? 

Niles Farr attends a ‘parent talk’ session at the 
school, and tells the whole class he had all his riches 
and treasures with him when he was buried. Dixon 
tells Otto, who hatches a plan for Dixon to sneak into 
the Farr’s house. Dixon finds what looks like an ornate 
box and steals it. Turns out to be Cleo’s heart in the 
box! 

Cleo becomes horribly sick. The boys track the heart 
down to Otto but he threatens her life if they cannot 
tell him where the treasure is hidden. Unfortunately, 
Niles can’t seem to remember where he put it. Turns 
out the Farr house is just the tip of a pyramid and 
the boys help Niles to track the treasure down to 
the house’s basement, only to find it was stolen long 
ago and Niles had forgotten. Cleo is getting weaker. 
There’s a big fight at Sneer Hall - can the usually 
useless Niles save the day?

HEARTBREAK HEISTHEARTBREAK HEIST
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EPISODE 0 9EPISODE 0 9
EPISODE 0 5EPISODE 0 5

Resus suffers from low self-esteem, but when he gets 
the chance to play in Brain Drain, the fame really goes to 
his head. He risks losing his friends when he needs them 
the most.

When Otto learns that the Farr family treasure  
lies buried somewhere beneath Scream Street, he  
forces Cleo to help him find it by holding her heart  
to ransom!

resus rocksresus rocks
sample episodes

Season 1
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This new season sees teenage werewolf Luke and his friends Cleo the  
martial arts mummy, and Resus the sarcastic vampire face all manner  
of gruesome new monsters: the likes of ‘Vostradamus’ the ghostly  
fortune-teller, ‘Lorelei’ the siren singer as well as ‘The Destroyer of  
Worlds’.

Season Two sees the arrival of secretive new neighbour ‘Dr F’, an evil  
scientist with a manic laugh, together with her new creation ‘Six’, a  
teenage Frankenstein’s monster. ‘Six’ is created from the body parts of 
numerous brilliant athletes, so she is as talented as she is mixed up.
This scary comic delight is sure to have you screaming with laughter.

Scream Street is back, bigger and better, funnier and scarier than ever  
before. Prepare yourself for another 26 x 11 minute episodes – a real  
monster dose of the gross-out, laugh-out-loud animation show. 

season 2



The annual Scream Street Monsterball match  
takes place in the cemetery, and Luke’s wolf powers 
make him excellent at the rough sport. Last year he, 
Resus and Cleo totally annihilated Otto’s team and 
he’s confidant that they’re going to walk away with 
the trophy again this year. But the Watsons have 
some new neighbours in the shape of deranged  
scientist ‘Dr F’, who has created a ringer for  
Otto’s team. Step up ‘Six’, a teenage Frankenstein’s  
monster. Luke’s roaring ego is dented when Six 
starts beating him at his own game. He’ll do  
anything to defeat this new Monsterball machine,  
but never considers the implications that his 
thoughtless actions might have…

It’s Bella and Alston Negative’s 300th 
Wedding Anniversary. Bella thinks Alston’s 
forgotten when in fact he’s organized a  
surprise party. Resus is feeling a bit low 
about his lack of vampire powers and when 
Grandpa Capillary calls him a ‘Shampire’  
it really sets him off. With Luella’s help  
he finds a spell to turn him into a proper 
vampire but the spell requires dust from  
a tooth fairy, and in Scream Street tooth 
fairies are nothing short of lethal. How 
do you trap a tooth fairy? With a tooth 
of course! But in all the excitement Resus 
forgets to dispose of the toothy bait and 
causes a swarm of tooth fairies to come  
to town. His quest to become a proper 
vampire ends up putting everyone in Scream 
Street in serious jeopardy. Resus needs  
to hero up if he’s going to save the day.

EPISODE 02EPISODE 02

Luke is brilliant at Monsterball, but this year he’s met 
his match. Say hello to new arrival ‘Six’ - a teenage 
Frankenstein’s monster… 

A spell to turn Resus into a real vampire  
requires the dust from a tooth fairy, but  
this is Scream Street, and here all the tooth 
fairies are lethal…EPISODE 01EPISODE 01

THE TOOTH FAIRYTHE TOOTH FAIRY

MONSTERBALLMONSTERBALL

sample episodes
Season 2
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BAD SCARE DAYBAD SCARE DAY
EPISODE 0 7EPISODE 0 7

EPISODE 0 3EPISODE 0 3
VANITY CALAMITYVANITY CALAMITY

When Luke insults his father’s wrinkles and gets him to use one 
of his mother’s facemasks, he unwittingly inspires Otto’s plan 
to turn Sneer Hall into ‘Sneer Spa’. Soon enough many of the 
residents of Scream Street are heading for facials at the  
spa, but when Cleo starts acting oddly, Luke, Resus and Luella 
have to investigate. It turns out that Otto is sourcing his  
facemasks from the Cursed Bog and all his clients are turning 
into looks-obsessed monsters who won’t stop until everyone 
has joined their club. Luke has to find a way to cure them all,  
and fast!

When Dr F claims the werewolf DNA  
sample that Luke has promised her, Luke  
is desperate to know why she wants it.  
Meanwhile Otto tasks Dr F with creating 
him a luxurious new hairdo, but when Luke 
goes snooping around Dr F’s lab he knocks 
the werewolf hair sample into the jar of  
‘Polyhair’ Formula. In trying to fix the  
problem on his own Luke makes matters 
worse, and before you know it Scream 
Street is alive with hairballs with sharp 
teeth. And so begins the Night of the  
Werewigs! 

Otto sets up a new Spa but the  
ingredients in his ‘miracle facemask’ 
have a horrifying effect on the  
residents …

Otto orders Dr F to make him a luxurious 
new hairdo, but things go horribly wrong 
when some werewolf DNA gets caught in 
the mix.

sample episodes
Season 2
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RESUS is jabbering on in the library and  
distracting Cleo who is trying to work. Resus 
says he can’t help himself, silence makes him 
nervous and when he gets nervous, he talks 
too much. Dr Skully advertises for an  
assistant librarian, but when the first  
applicant arrives people go mysteriously 
missing, starting with Dr Skully himself.  
An army of monstrous spiders soon 
overruns the town, and when Resus and  
his friends are threatened, he thinks his 
chattering will make the situation more  
dangerous so he tries to stop – but noise  
is exactly what’s needed. Resus must learn 
to value himself, as he is, if the town is to  
be saved.

The marauding spiders have now captured Luke, along with virtually 
all of the other residents of Scream Street.  Cleo and Resus are in 
hiding and the spiders are in total control of the town. With Luella’s 
help they create a web-destroying potion but in making it everyone 
except Cleo is caught.  Normally the most reliable in a battle, Cleo is 
paralysed by her fear of spiders and her fear is responsible for her 
friends being captured.  Cleo can still save the day but to do so she 
must get her arachnophobia under control. Which is she more scared 
of - spiders or losing her friends?

EPISODE 13EPISODE 13

When the town is attacked by monstrous 
spiders that are only repelled by noise, 
babbling Resus turns out to be an unlikely 
hero… 

Scream Street is overrun with spiders 
and only Cleo is left to save the day, 
but to do so she must overcome her 
extreme arachnophobia.EPISODE 12EPISODE 12

THE NOISY PLACE  – PART ONETHE NOISY PLACE  – PART ONE

THE NOISY PLACE  – PART TwoTHE NOISY PLACE  – PART Twosample episodes
Season 2
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